The index theorem for a harmonic mapping of riemannian manifolds is given. Let /: M -> N be a holomorphic mapping of Kaehler manifolds. Then it is shown that the index of / is zero and that a Jacobi field along/is a holomorphic section of the bundle f*T(N) induced by/.
1. Introduction. Let M be an m-dimensional smooth compact riemannian manifold with or without boundary and N an «-dimensional smooth riemannian manifold. We take M to be oriented. Let /: M -> N be a smooth mapping. In §2 we will discuss simply the variational problem of the energy integral E(f) = ¿/M||/*||2 * 1-In particular, we describe the second variational formula for a harmonic mapping of M to N, which was given by E. Mazet [4] and R. T. Smith [7] when 8A7 = 0. Applying Smale's index theorem [6] , J. Simons got the index theorem for minimal varieties [5] . Similarly, we can get the index theorem for a harmonic mapping.
Let f: M -* N be a. holomorphic mapping of Kaehler manifolds. Then it is a harmonic mapping. In §3 we will compute the second variation in the complex case and prove the index of/is zero. Denote by f*T(N) the bundle induced by/from the tangent bundle T(N). A section of f*T(N) is a Jacobi field along /iff it is holomorphic.
2. The index theorem. Let ds2M = 2w,2 (resp., ds% = Sw*2) be a riemannian metric on M (resp., N), where o>, (resp., to*) are local differential forms in M (resp., TV). (Throughout the paper, indices i,j, k (resp., a, b, c) have the range 1,..., m (resp., 1, . . ., «).) We will follow the notation and terminology of [1] in this section. The structure equations of M are given by d<¿¡ = 2 Uj, A "y/, day = 2 "* A <%• -j 2 RJki<^k A «,.
Similar equations remain valid in N and we will denote the corresponding quantities by the same notations with asterisks. Let A" be a vector field on M with components X'. Then div X = SA",', where Xj are the components of the covariant differential of X given by 2XJOj = dXl + 2XJuß. Let * 1 be the canonical riemannian volume form on M and to the canonical riemannian volume form on the boundary dM. Now, Green's theorem is described as follows.
( 2*/*l-f I.X'v'a, JM JdM where v' are components of the unit outward normal vector field to the boundary 3A/.
Let /: M -» N be a smooth mapping. Then its differential /" is represented locally as f*(o¡*) = S/l/'w,. Denote by A? the components of the covariant differential of/", that is, In the case 3M = 0, the above formula was given by E. Mazet [4] and R. T. Smith [7] . Later on in this section we treat only a variation fixed on the boundary. Therefore we assume that the domain of the operator Jf is C£°(f*T(N)), the space of sections of f*T(N) vanishing on dM. An element of Ker Jf is called a Jacobi field along f. Let index(/) be the sum of the dimensions of the eigenspaces corresponding to negative eigenvalues of Jf. Nullity(/) is the dimension of Ker Jf.
We will apply Smale's index theorem to our case. We refer to [5] and [6] for the basic facts about the theorem. Let M be a compact manifold with boundary. Let g, , one can prove that Jf is strongly elliptic and has uniqueness in the Cauchy problem. Therefore, the result follows from the main theorem in [6] .
3. Jacobi fields along a holomorphic mapping. Let M and N be Kaehler manifolds with dimensions 2m and 2«, respectively. The hermitian metric of M (resp., N) can be written as ds\¡ = 2to,w, (resp., dsf/ = 2to*tô*) where to, (resp., u*) are local complex-valued linear differential forms of type (1, 0) in M (resp., N). The connection forms u" in M are characterized by the conditions dut = £ to,. A uß, "¡j + üji = 0, duij = 2 uik A ukj + 2 R{k,uk A "/■ Similar equations are valid in A'. We will denote the corresponding quantities by the same notations with asterisks.
Assume that M is a compact Kaehler manifold with or without boundary. Proof. Taking the exterior derivative of (2) and using the structure equations in M and N, we get the result. Proof. If the second variation of E" is calculated by the method in the proof of Proposition 4, it follows that d2E"/dtds = fM(U, Jf V) * 1. Hence we get fM(U,JjV) * 1 = fM(U,JfV) * 1. This is true for every variation.
Thus we obtain Jj = Jf. Thus the index of/is zero. U is a Jacobi field iff Uf, = 0.
For an antiholomorphic mapping, we can obtain a similar result. From the above theorem, it easily follows that a vector field on a Kaehler manifold M is a Jacobi field along the identity mapping of M iff it is holomorphic. For example, let M be a compact Kaehler manifold with negative first Chern class. Then the Nullity of the identity mapping of M is zero.
